**Phylogenetic motif prediction summary.** Phylogenetic motifs (PMs) are identified from the phylogenetic similarity spectrum. Any window scoring past the phylogenetic similarity z-score (PSZ) threshold is part of a PM. All overlapping windows are grouped into a single PM. In this case, the PSZ threshold is set to -1.4, which is sufficient to separate signal from noise. In this example, eleven PMs are identified.
**FPE prediction summary.** Traditional motifs (i.e., regions with reduced sequence variability) are identified in a similar manner as the phylogenetic motifs. For each window, a false positive expectation (FPE) is calculated. All ln(FPE z-scores) below some threshold (here -2.2) are put forth. As with the phylogenetic motifs, all overlapping windows scoring past the threshold are grouped into a single motif. In this example, seven FPE motifs are identified.
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**PSZ vs. FPE.** Phylogenetic similarity z-scores vs. false positive expectation for each window within the MUSCLE alignment. As can be seen, there is a clear positive correlation between the two metrics; however, there are several instances when the methods give varying results, which is exactly consistent with the results presented in Table 4.